
Loona Manor 

Saaremaa, Estonia 

 

Food for thought… 
A nature reserve (also called a natural reserve, bio reserve, natural/nature preserve, or 

conserve) is a protected area of importance for wildlife, flora, fauna or features of 

geological or other special interest, which is reserved and managed for conservation and 

to provide special opportunities for study or research. 

What do you think of linking nature reserves and the tourism industry? Tick the 

answer/s you think best. 

A. There shouldn’t be any tourism field enterprises in nature reserves. Places like this should stay 
“untouched” by tourists. 

B. If an industry contributes financially to help preserve a protected area it could be a good idea.  

C. If an industry promotes the protection of nature reserves and follows sustainability principles it 
does no harm.  

D. Nature reserves are not just for study and research but also for raising the awareness of ordinary 
people. 

What is the economic importance of biodiversity for humans? Tick the answer/s you 

think best. 

A. Biodiversity is important in the production of food.  

B. Biodiversity is important in medicine. A very large number of species of plants is used for medicinal 
purposes since very ancient times.  

C. 70% of anticancer drugs are derived from tropical forest plants.  

D. Out of 250,000 species of known plants, only 5,000 have been studied for their possible medical 
applications. 

E. Biodiversity is important in the textile and construction industry, and for the production of energy. 

F. Many industrial products are obtained thanks to biodiversity: lubricants, perfumes, paper, waxes 
and rubber, are all obtained from plants.  

G. Biodiversity is essential in products of animal origin such as wool, silk, leather, hides, etc. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

What is sustainable about Loona 
Manor ? 
Please read the following text carefully and answer the questions. 

 

 

Loona Manor, the centre of Vilsandi National 

Park (VNP), is conveniently situated on the 

western coast of Saaremaa, the biggest island of 

Estonia. The place is renowned as a recreation 

place with unique nature and lots of sights.  

The Western part of the island can jokingly be 

called the most typical Saaremaa. Its most 

characteristic features?  

� picturesque coastline with numerous small 
islets and spectacular sunsets,  

� exiting high cliffs,  

� juniper rich pastures and upland grazing, 
meadows and sheep herds,  

� coastal villages with windmills, stone fences, 
and houses with thatched roofs,  

� old port areas and landing places,  

� lighthouses, and churches,  

� beautiful national costumes and dialectal 
language still in use. 

Besides the mansion, also the coach house, 

granary-drier, gardener’s house (today Kivimaja 

’stone house’, houses Fossil Museum), cattle 

shed (houses exhibition about the history of 

Baltic nature protection and VNP, and the 

information centre of the national park) and milk 

cellar have been preserved in the big manor 

park.  

Loona Manor has earned the right to implement 

sustainable practices by the owner of the 

building – RMK (State Forest Management 

Centre) 

Loona Manor offers a wide range of 

services, information about the national 

park and surrounding areas. They share 

the same values as the nature 

protection organization. 

 



 

  

Motivation and ethos are the history of their 

company. They feel concerned with each of the 3 

pillars of sustainability and make sure they are 

shared and applied by every employee. 

Loona Manor guesthouse offers seven different 

twin rooms with a view on the park or alleyways. 

There is also a room with private entrance 

suitable for guests with a pet. Of course they 

have rooms which should accommodate people 

with special mobility needs.  

Manor does everything to leave their customers 

warm and welcoming feeling but at the same 

time they are doing their best to reduce their 

ecological footprint (washable carpets, underfloor 

heating, aerators, waste management etc.).  

 

The restaurant has a very cosy atmosphere and 

offers a variety of appetizers, main courses and 

desserts. The food is based on locally grown 

products- sheep, fish and vegetables. Menu also 

offers traditional Estonian dishes and vegetarian 

food. 

Loona Manor restaurant is 

open every day from May to 

September. 

The beautiful nature and historical background of 

Loona Manor are the perfect environment to 

arrange successful seminars, conferences and 

other business meetings, also Loona Manor is an 

excellent place for weddings and formal 

gatherings.  

Historical manor complex with its terraces, 

ponds, stone fences and panoramic views create 

a romantic atmosphere that is perfect for such 

events. Different sizes of halls (The Fireplace 

Hall, The Piano Hall, Cafeteria Room, sauna with 

the fire room) gives an opportunity to hold 

anniversaries, weddings, birthday parties or 

some other special events. 

 

Vilsandi National Park in still beautiful 

unexplored area, where the true nature of the 

island is clearly revealed: the sea, coastal islets, 

coastal villages, ancient harbour and ship-

building sites.  

With cooperation of Heritage Tours manor 

offers a wide choice of tours in nature 

reserve with or without the guide.  

The highest potential of Vilsandi is the 

development of seal observation, organising of 

traditional trips and showing and teaching of old 

works of the people living near the beach, also 

the wider implementation of the different 

sustainable tourism principles in the whole area. 

 

Visit the place and you are going to fall in love! 

https://www.hotelimperia.com 

 



 

About the presentation of the hotel 
What is the pillar addressed by the activity and devices below? Write the letter in the 

right category. 

Do this exercise online: https://learningapps.org/display?v=pta0vmqyj18  

 
Environmental 

 
Social 

 
Economical 

   

 

A B C D E 
 floor heating for 

low energy 
consumption  

Composting 
biological waste 

and use it for 
growing 

vegetables etc. 

Sharing the 
information about 

national park's 
conservation 

goals, introduction 
to the best-known 
protected species, 
demonstrations, 

exhibitions, 
information days… 

Changing the 
towels on daily 
basis only on 

customer request 

The food in the 
restaurant is 

based on local  
farm production - 
sheep, fish and 

vegetables. 

F G H I J 

Employees have 
been trained to 
develop their 

awareness about  
the values of 

nature reserve 
and share it with 

customers  

 

Opportunities to 
ride bikes to visit 

the island  

 

Renewable energy 
source (use of 
local wood for 

heating) 

Local people can 
celebrate their 

anniversaries in 
an historical 

manor. 

LM supporting 
implementation of 

sustainable 
practices by owner 
of the building – 

RMK (State Forest 
Management 

Centre) 

K L M N O 
Using paper waste 
for heating during 
the winter period 

 

Participating and 
organizing 

different festivals 
(Orchids, Music) 

Loona Manor 
restaurant and 

accommodation is 
open every day 

from May to 
September. 

 

Picnic baskets 
with reusable 

dishes or paper-
cardboard packing 

Organizing 
exhibitions and 
info seminars 

about 
sustainability 

(management, 
waste treatment, 

local handicraft art 
etc.) 

 

 



 

Feedback from customers 
These fictitious reviews are inspired from comments written by customers who stayed 

in the hotel. Read them and answer the question below. 

A memorable few days in an idyllic rural manor house in beautiful countryside of western Saaremaa” 
This was a very special place on the end of Estonia. It was ultra-quiet, with views over lovely unspoilt 
country side. This historic manor house has been restored / modernised well, and is very comfortable 
and pleasant to stay in. The countryside information centre in the front garden is very comprehensive 
and interesting (though not much in English), with a knowledgeable and friendly keeper. The manor 
house staff were very friendly and helpful, especially Hari the boatman's daughter and her friend, and 
the excellent chef. The breakfasts were good, and Estonian, with porridge! So was the dinner we ate. 
Highly recommended. 

But the south facing dormer window needs guttering installed above it to prevent rainwater falling 
onto the sill, and splashing into the room. 

Alan (UK). 

Do not pass go unless you're prepared to really rough it. The location is great for exploring the national 
forest and the park service centre is right on the property. You can hear the moose and boar in the 
woods at night and the Milky Way is right over head. 

The place was full of flies, and I mean full. It was awful. We spent the first half hour killing as many as 
we could. Large black buzzing monsters. There is NO SOAP!!! The dish cloth (1) was filthy. There is a 
room with probably 10 bunk beds, no seating area at all, a nasty little "kitchen" area, a disgusting 
shower and two bathrooms the size of an aircraft loo. There is an upstairs with mattresses on the 
floor. It felt like a boot camp for juvenile delinquents. 

Deborah (USA) 

Excellent comfortable hotel in fabulous location. Loona Manor is a well restored old German Manor 
House. Nothing at all pretentious, it provides excellent comfortable accommodation, lovely food, and 
great help with what-to-see and where-to-visit in the vicinity. We had a lovely walk through the woods 
to the harbour and saw so much wildlife, lizards, a grass snake fishing, and innumerable bird species -
among which beautiful geese - many plants and butterflies. We‘ve been told we could come across 
some boars and deer, even seals by the beaches. The staff could not have been more helpful, helping 
us identify what we had seen and making suggestions. The Vilsandi NP visitor centre is in the grounds 
and the lady there was similarly enthusiastic and helpful. A fabulous place to visit. Highly 
recommended. 

Eartha (Scotland) 

Who was most disappointed? 

A. Alan 

B. Deborah 

C. Eartha 

Why? 
A. Too quiet, too far from village centre 

B. Rooms too small 

C. Too many flies 

What kind of wildlife should guest expect to approach by staying in such a hotel?  

A. Pelicans, lions, camels, tigers, hippos 

B. Geese, seal, butterflies, boars, deer, various plants, grass snakes, lizards.  

C. Wolves, bears, moose. 



 

The hotel claims it offers an opportunity to be in close contact with nature. What 

should guest expect? 

A. Opportunities to boat ride , walk through preserved environment  and contemplate nature  

B. Full comfort similar to what is offered by up-market hotels with gastronomy restaurants. 

C. Opportunities to taste local food  

Some customers made some complaints - what sort of improvements could be 

brought in such a sustainable hotel? 

A. No improvement, customers have to fully accept what is offered, this is a rural place which does 
not have to be fully clean 

B. Take a great care of fixing up all parts of the house like the south facing window to prevent water 
splashing into the room. 

C. Use very effective chemicals and pesticides to eradicate all insects in the house 

D. Reduce flies invasion by looking for eco-friendly methods  

E. Provide soap and be very careful about providing clean cloth. 

 

 

Choose one of the customers and imagine the reply of the manager. 

Dear  

 


